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' spelling to a « who received copy ‘from a: 
Dallas newspaper repy rv, Earl Golz, who in turn received 

ta
t 

Lew cll. Held “L - Mr, “Sallashes 1 - Mr. Pecinan 1 - Mr. Lawn 
1 - Mr. Adams 1 - Mr. grat "9728/77 1 -Mr. Mi \ . 1 = Mr. Clark 

. . _f ~ Mey ¢ Edere- 1 - Mr. Daly) ‘ c> 
GENERAL AVESTIGATIVE DIVISION 

This concerns the continuing investigation into the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, 11/22/63. 

‘In December, 1976, IRS Headquarters furnished to the 

Attorney General (AG) information recently received by IRS, 
Dallas, alleging that the FBI was in possession of letter 
written by Lee Harvey Oswald to Nelson Bunker Hunt, prior 
to the assassination of John F. Kennedy. IRS, Dallas, 
further alleged that they had received information that 
Hunt had organized a "kill squad" and that Jack Ruby . 
and a Eugene Braden visited Hunt's office on the day 
prior to the assassination, . 

FBIHQ and FBI, Dallas, indices searcHes disclosed no 
reference to the Oswald letter dated 11/8/63. This informa- 
tion has been furnished--to the Senate Select Committee on 
Intelligence. wre 

Attached Dallas teletype advises that 
IRS, Dallas, was interviewed on 1/27/77, at which time 

_Stated ‘he received a cop 1 zo from a sources: 

      

     
   

    

in attached te etyper 

copy from (FNU) Hernandez- (phonetic), Midlothian, Texas, Lt. 
‘who in turn received copy from an unknown individual in = 
Mexico. Following interview of Qs, subsequently - 
contacted Dallas FBI and advised that ad furnished 
him copies of the above documents which indicated that -the 
letter transmitting a copy of the alleged Oswald letter was 
sent from "P. S$." who furnished an address of Insurgentes Sur No. 
30, Mexico, D. F., “Mexico, On 1/27/77, QM furnished to 
FBI, Dallas, a copy of the transmittal letter, which was a 
Xerox copy upon which the—sendessname-end the 
recipient's name woxe blocked out and also a copy 
of the envelope which contained the Mexico. = as 
well as a copy of the alleged Oswald_le GMM further 
advised that he doesi not know where obtained 
these documents but Speculates they were obtained from we 
Earl Golz. In addition, advised that he has now er 
received the 1971 records of his office pertaining to 
this matter;.however, he will require specific authority oe ’ 
from IRS Headquarters, Washington, D. C., before : 

releasing any of this information since it appears 
that the non-tax and tax information 

Dallas will locate and interview 

        

    

     

  

          

  

in Bufiles xrndicates! that may have provided 
Golz with documents obtained while in the employ of H. L. 
Hunt during approximately 1972. advised 

Legal Counsel Division has appxovwed that the attached 
Dallas teletype will be provided to Senator Hart at 
3:15 p.m., 1/28/77/ for his review (access only) in accordance 
with Depar ental nstructions in this matter. 
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